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2 of 2 review helpful I love the cover of the rather bird like Cthulhu By Me not you This is the classic anthology of 
mythos fiction to me I know there are older collections of stories but I keep coming back to this one I love the cover of 
the rather bird like Cthulhu and I love most of the stories The collection starts off strong with The Barrens a tale I can 
read over and over The big Fish a mythos Marlowe ma A host of horror and fantasy rsquo s top authors captures the 
spirit of supreme supernatural storyteller H P Lovecraft with eighteen chilling contemporary tales that would have 
made the master proud nbsp ldquo The Barrens rdquo by F Paul Wilson In a tangled wilderness unearthly lights lead 
the way to a world no human was meant to see nbsp ldquo His Mouth Will Taste of Wormwood rdquo by Poppy Z 
Brite Two dabblers in black mag com Editor Jim Turner has compiled a real page turner in Cthulhu 2000 His 
anthology of short stories based on the works of horrorist H P Lovecraft is a dark gem and of superior stuff Although 
they all have the coppery tang of the eldritch the tale 
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